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S U M M A R Y
The seismicity of the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge was recorded by two hydrophone networks
moored in the sound fixing and ranging (SOFAR) channel, on the flanks of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge, north and south of the Azores. During its period of operation (05/2002–09/2003), the
northern ‘SIRENA’ network, deployed between latitudes 40◦ 20′N and 50◦ 30′N, recorded
acoustic signals generated by 809 earthquakes on the hotspot-influenced Reykjanes Ridge.
This activity was distributed between five spatio-temporal event clusters, each initiated by
a moderate-to-large magnitude (4.0–5.6 M) earthquake. The rate of earthquake occurrence
within the initial portion of the largest sequence (which began on 2002 October 6) is de-
scribed adequately by a modified Omori law aftershock model. Although this is consistent
with triggering by tectonic processes, none of the Reykjanes Ridge sequences are dominated
by a single large-magnitude earthquake, and they appear to be of relatively short duration
(0.35–4.5 d) when compared to previously described mid-ocean ridge aftershock sequences.
The occurrence of several near-equal magnitude events distributed throughout each sequence
is inconsistent with the simple relaxation of mainshock-induced stresses and may reflect the in-
volvement of magmatic or fluid processes along this deep (>2000 m) section of the Reykjanes
Ridge.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The Reykjanes Ridge, which extends between the southwesternmost
tip of Iceland to the Bight Fracture Zone (located near 56◦40′N), is
a distinctive section of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR). This speci-
ficity results both from (1) the proximity of the Iceland hotspot,
which bears a strong influence on the thermal regime of the upper
mantle and crust and on the crustal accretion mechanisms (Magde
& Smith 1995; Smith et al. 1995; Gardiner et al. 2002) and from
(2) the obliquity between the Ridge’s general southwesterly trend
and the more northernly direction of the individual active volcanic
ridges observed along the ridge axis (Applegate & Shor 1994; Searle
et al. 1998; Tuckwell et al. 1998).

The shallow (<1000 m) portion of the Reykjanes Ridge, which
lies closest to Iceland, appears to be the location of active magmatic
processes. In particular, very recent lava flows were observed along

this ridge near 59.8◦N during submersible dives (Shor et al. 1990;
Crane et al. 1997) close to an area where intense seismic activity had
been monitored by an airborne sonobuoy deployment (Nishimura
et al. 1989). These observations suggest that notable magmatic ac-
tivity takes place along this section of the Reykjanes Ridge, possi-
bly more intense than is observed along other slow-spreading/cold
spreading centres. On the other hand, seismic events have been
recorded from the Reykjanes Ridge on global, land-based seismic
stations and were interpreted as being of tectonic origin (Bergman
& Solomon 1990). A recent, short-duration OBS experiment on the
Reykjanes Ridge (Mochizuki et al. 2000) recorded brief periods of
intense micro-seismicity that were also thought to be tectonic. This
experiment was, however, located fairly close to Iceland on a shal-
low (<700 m) portion of the ridge. Thus, in spite of the fact that
the spatial and temporal distributions of the seismicity would allow
important insights on the magmatic and tectonic processes that are
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active along this section of the ridge system, the small-magnitude
seismicity of the deepest part (>2000 m) of the Reykjanes Ridge
remained largely unknown.

This paper describes in detail four of the five earthquake se-
quences that were observed along the Reykjanes Ridge by the
‘SIRENA array’ of six autonomous hydrophones during its re-
cent 16-month deployment in the North Atlantic. The SIRENA
hydrophones were moored in the sound fixing and ranging (SO-
FAR) channel, north of the Azores Plateau on the flanks of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge between latitudes 40◦ 20′N and 50◦ 30′N . The
SIRENA deployment took place in the framework of a France–
USA–Portugal co-operative experiment. The R/V Le Suroit moored
the six instruments during the SIRENA cruise, which sailed from
Ponta Delgada (Azores) to Brest from 2002 May 17 to 2002 June
3. The array was recovered during the SIRENA 2/D274 cruise
aboard the RRS Discovery between Govan (Scotland) and Ponta Del-
gada (2003 September 12 to 2003 October 1) (the SIRENA Team,
2004).

2 R E Y K JA N E S R I D G E E A RT H Q UA K E
S E Q U E N C E S

Earthquakes occurring within oceanic areas generate both seismic
phases that travel within the ocean lithosphere and an acoustic phase
that propagates in the ocean–water column along the SOFAR chan-
nel. This ocean phase results from the conversion of seismic to
acoustic waves at the crust/water seafloor interface. The SOFAR
channel is a low-velocity zone in the water column, typically located
at depths from 700 to 1000 m in the North Atlantic Ocean, which
acts as a wave-guide, trapping the acoustic signals. The acoustic
phase is referred to as the Tertiary (T-) phase since it has a lower ve-
locity (∼1.5 km s−1, the speed of sound in ocean water) than crustal
seismic phases and thus arrives third on land seismic stations, after
the compressional (P) and shear (S) arrivals. Earthquake T-phase
arrivals recorded on SOFAR hydrophones have been used success-
fully for many years to characterize mid-ocean ridge volcanic and
tectonic activity (e.g. Dziak et al. 1995; Bohnenstiehl et al. 2002).
Although seismic waves traveling within the solid earth are attenu-
ated rapidly, acoustic waves within the SOFAR channel can travel
for very long distances undergoing very little attenuation. This al-
lows for the detection of smaller (and more numerous) mid-ocean
ridge earthquakes, relative to traditional seismic monitoring (e.g.
Dziak et al. 2004a).

Previous work along the 15◦ to 35◦N section of the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge has shown that using autonomous hydrophones to
detect earthquakes can lower the detection threshold of events
from the 4.6 mb of global seismic networks to 3.0 mb (Dziak et
al. 2004a), leading to a 20-fold increase in the number of events
detected.

The analysis of the acoustic signals recorded by the SIRENA ar-
ray from 2002 May to 2003 September led to the localization of 809
earthquakes along the axis of the Reykjanes Ridge (Fig. 1). These
events occurred within five individual earthquake sequences. This
was rather fortunate as only 22 sequences (defined as more than five
spatially clustered earthquakes occurring during a 4 to 48 hr period)
were detected along the Reykjanes Ridge by land-seismic networks
since 1973 (National Earthquake Information Centre, online cata-
logue 2004).

The details of the five sequences are: (1) 304 events (beginning
2002 October 6, average location ∼58.26◦N, ∼31.80◦W); (2) 31
events (beginning 2003 January 27, average location ∼59.55◦N,

∼30.23◦W); (3) 257 events (beginning 2003 February 1, average lo-
cation ∼57.30◦N, ∼33.13◦W) (4) 182 events (beginning 2003 July
9, average location ∼58.08◦N, ∼32.00◦W) and (5) 35 events (be-
ginning 2003 July 19, average location ∼60.89◦N, ∼26.91◦W). The
present work will concentrate on the interpretation of the time distri-
bution of four of these five sequences, as the least numerous events
from the 2003 January 27 sequence were also the least accurately lo-
cated. Our data set gives unique information on the space and time
distributions of the seismicity along the slow, hotspot-influenced
Reykjanes spreading centre.

The earthquakes detected by the SIRENA array were located us-
ing a non-linear least-squares regression algorithm that minimizes
the difference between observed and predicted arrival times using
standard ocean sound-speed models (Fox et al. 2001). The loca-
tion algorithm is well tested and earthquakes within the hydrophone
network typically have location errors of ±2 km in latitude and lon-
gitude at the 68 per cent confidence level. The Reykjanes Ridge,
however, is located well outside of the SIRENA network, ∼800 km
north of the northernmost hydrophones. The resulting latitude er-
ror is therefore understandably high since there are no hydrophones
north of the Reykjanes Ridge, which has the effect of distributing
the event locations along great-circle arcs parallel to the north–south
elongation of the array. Since the Reykjanes Ridge is within the lon-
gitudinal aperture of the array, however, the longitude errors of the
sequence events are much smaller (see example on Fig. 2 for the
2002 October 6 sequence). Monte Carlo simulations indicate that
the contributions from errors on propagation time within the SO-
FAR channel to the ‘total’ earthquake location errors are of the order
of ±30 km in latitude and ±7 km in longitude. Propagation errors,
therefore, represent only about half the total uncertainty in epicen-
tre location (the other half being due to arrival-time picking errors
and to the distance between the epicentres and the seismic/acoustic
conversion points at the seafloor, which is the location given by the
inversion process). Since the event location longitude is relatively
well constrained, we can be confident in interpreting the earthquake
spatial distribution as representing distinct earthquake sequences
(Fig. 1 and Table 1). Finally, since the event locations follow a
Gaussian latitudinal distribution along the great-circle arc that is
fitted through each sequence (Figs 3a and b), the mean locations
computed for each sequence likely represent the true source loca-
tion. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the mean locations for each sequence
are either on the Reykjanes Ridge or very near the Reykjanes Ridge
axis. When overlain on topographic and structural maps of the axis
(Applegate & Shor 1994) (see inserts on Fig. 4), the spatio-temporal
distribution of the sequences indicates the Reykjanes Ridge under-
goes both tectonic and volcanic rifting episodes that, although sep-
arated by months to years, can occur along adjacent sections of the
ridge.

The difference in detection levels between land-based seismic
arrays and hydrophone arrays moored in the SOFAR channel is
illustrated by the relative paucity of earthquakes detected (15 out of
304) from the 2002 October 6 sequence by land-seismic networks.
Since only the largest main- and aftershocks are recorded by the
seismic networks, these latter observations provide little information
on the dynamics of the earthquake sequences. On the other hand,
the magnitude–time distribution of the earthquake sequences, as
observed by the hydrophones, provides a first insight on the diverse
characters of the sequences.

The 2002 October 6 sequence, Figs 5(a) and 6(a1), was initiated
by a large normal faulting earthquake (5.6 Mw) followed by a se-
ries of smaller aftershocks over the initial 1.5 d. Subsequent to this
activity, however, large earthquakes occurred at 1.6 (5.2 mb) and
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Figure 1. Earthquake locations determined from the acoustic signals recorded on the SIRENA network during the period of operation of the network (from
2002 June to 2003 September). Topography background is from the Ridge Multibeam Bathymetry Synthesis (http://www.marine-geo.org/ridgebathy/) over the
axial domain of the Reykjanes Ridge and from the predicted topography of Smith & Sandwell (1997) for the rest of the map. Various symbols show events
within five individual earthquake sequences. Open corresponding larger symbols show the location of the average position for each sequence. Focal mechanisms
are from the Harvard CMT catalogue.

1.8 d (5.7 Mw) into the sequence, and in total the sequence pro-
duces five events (out of the 15 reported by the NEIC) within one
magnitude unit of the initial event. The 2003 February 1 (Figs 5b and
6b) sequence was initiated by a moderate size (4.4 mb) earthquake
with a slightly larger event (4.8 mb) occurring less than 2 min later.
Three larger events of magnitude 5.6, 5.4 and 5.0 occur at 0.13, 0.23
and 1.07 d into the sequence.

In contrast to the 2002 October 6 sequence, the 2003 July 9 se-
quence was initiated by moderate-size earthquake (∼ < 4.0 mb) that
was followed by nine NEIC-located events occurring during a brief
period of 0.35 d. The magnitude–time distribution shows a series

of small events that vary in magnitude through time (Fig. 5c). The
2003 July 19 sequence (Figs 5d and 6d) was initiated by a 4.5 mb

earthquake that was followed by 10 additional NEIC-located events
during the next 0.37 d.

In summary, with the exception of the 2002 October 6 sequence,
all sequences are very short and end very abruptly. Such obser-
vations are consistent with the sequences being magmatic, where
rate–state friction predicts that the duration of aftershocks effects
(related to the large magnitude events within the swarm) will be
shortened or suppressed as the stressing rate increases associated
with dike/magma movement (e.g. Toda et al. 2002).
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Figure 2. Longitudinal (2a) and latitudinal (2b) distributions versus elapsed
time of the events within the 2002 October 6 sequence. The origin of times
is arbitrarily fixed at the time of the teleseismic initial event. Origins of
distances are taken at the average epicentre location for the sequence (58◦
15.6′N; −31◦ 48′W).

3 T I M E D I S T R I B U T I O N O F T H E
R E Y K JA N E S R I D G E E A RT H Q UA K E
S E Q U E N C E S

One common measure of the magmatic or tectonic character of
earthquake sequences is the goodness-of-fit of the event rate versus

Table 1. Time and space characteristics of five earthquake sequences observed along the Reykjanes Ridge during the deployment of
the SIRENA autonomous hydrophone array.

Date of sequence Start time(GMT) No. of events Average latiude Average longitude Mean lat. error Mean long. error

2002 October 6 01:18 304 58◦ 15.6′N −31◦ 48′W 0.743◦ ∼ 82 km 0.236◦ ∼ 14 km
2003 January 27 05:20 31 59◦ 33.1′N −30◦ 13.6′W 0.638◦ ∼ 71 km 0.082◦ ∼ 5 km
2003 February 1 15:44 257 57◦ 20′N −33◦ 7.8′W 0.696◦ ∼ 77 km 0.361◦ ∼ 22 km
2003 July 9 08:22 182 58◦ 4.8′N −32◦ 0′W 0.394◦ ∼ 44 km 0.132◦ ∼ 8 km
2003 July 19 13:12 35 60◦ 53.4′N −26◦ 54.6′W 0.798◦ ∼ 88 km 0.273◦ ∼ 15 km

time distribution to a modified Omori law (or MOL) model of af-
tershock decay (e.g. Utsu et al. 1995; Wennerberg & Sharp 1997;
Bohnenstiehl et al. 2002). Fig. 6 shows the cumulate number of seis-
mic events versus time for the 2002 October 6, 2003 February 1,
2003 July 9 and 19 earthquake sequences. The time-axis origin is the
time of the first NEIC-recorded event, which would be considered as
the mainshock in the case of a tectonic sequence. Prior to analysing
the time–rate data, the hydroacoustic earthquake catalogue is filtered
to include only events with source levels (acoustic magnitudes) es-
timated to be ∼178 dB (∼175 dB for the July 2003 sequence). At
smaller acoustic magnitudes, the source level–frequency data can
be seen to depart from its characteristic power-law distribution (e.g.
Bohnenstiehl et al. 2002; Dziak et al. 2004a), indicating the fail-
ure of the array to properly record the smaller earthquakes in the
population. It should be noted that the levels of the acoustic signals
recorded by the autonomous hydrophones (such as, for example
those shown on Figs 5a–d) should not be viewed as representing
absolute magnitudes of the earthquakes but should be considered
as relative values. These acoustic levels indeed depend on many
factors, among which are the sensor response characteristics, the
attenuation laws in the SOFAR channel and, last but not the least,
the efficiency of the seismic to acoustic signal conversion at the
seafloor interface. ‘Absolute’ magnitudes can possibly be obtained
after adjusting a linear fit through a set of mb versus SL points for
the larger teleseismic events whose magnitude was determined by
land-based networks. Caution, however, should be excersized when
using this linear law to estimate the size of small- to moderate-
magnitude earthquakes that are recorded only on the hydrophone
array.

The sequence beginning 2002 October 6 was initiated by a 5.6
Mw earthquake and the rate of activity in the first part of the se-
quence is adequately fit by a MOL model Fig. 6(a1). When data from
the first 0.75 d of the sequence are fitted (Fig. 6(a2)), the decay con-
stant (p-value) is found to be 1.01 ± 0.25 (1-sigma error), somewhat
lower than was estimated for two sequences south of the Azores by
Bohnenstiehl et al. (2002), but within the range of values reported
in the literature (Utsu et al. 1995). An abrupt increase in event rate,
at ∼1.6 d after the first 5.5 Mw event, follows a 5.2 Mw event, this
being also generally consistent with mainshock-aftershock activity.
A 5.6 Mw event is observed but a few hours later. Most of the sub-
sequent rate increases would be tied to these two large magnitude
earthquakes, but also depend, at any time, on the aftershock seis-
micity rate just beforehand (Toda & Stein 2003). In short, even if
some magmatic influence cannot be totally ruled out (as would, for
example result in the event rate increase at about 2.2 d after the first
main event, which is not preceded by any teleseismic large event), a
large part the observed 2002 October 6 sequence is consistent with
tectonic activity.

Conversely, the 2003 February 1 (Fig. 6b), 9 and 19 July
2003 (Figs 6c and 6d) sequences can neither be described ade-
quately by an MOL curve nor, as could be the case for the 2002
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520 J. Goslin et al.

Figure 3. Histograms of the number of events plotted as functions: (1) of distances along a great circle fitted through the locations of epicentres in the 2002
October 6 sequence (3a) and in the 2003 July 9 sequence (3c); (2) of distances along great circles normal to the best-fitting circles (3b and d). The origin of
distances is arbitrarily fixed at the average epicentre location of each sequence.

October 6 sequence, by a ‘nested MOL’ curve (e.g. Utsu et al.
1995). In fact, the standard maximum likelihood routines used in
these analyses (e.g. Ogata 1983) fail to provide a solution, reflect-
ing both the poor fit of the data to this model and the short du-
ration of the sequences. Moreover, for the 2003 July 9 sequence,
the total number of hydroacoustically detected events is larger than
expected for aftershock activity, given the magnitude of the largest
event (5.1 mb) (cf. Bohnenstiehl et al. 2002). The rate of activity
within these sequences could be more consistent with a magmatic
triggering mechanism rather than with an initiation by a tectonic
mainshock. However, the level of seismicity in the Reykjanes Ridge
sequences is one order of magnitude lower than observations at the
CoAxial segment at the intermediate-spreading rate Juan de Fuca
Ridge during a dike emplacement and subsequent eruption (Dziak
et al. 1995). On the other hand, compared to the 2001 March Lucky
Strike earthquake swarm on the MAR, which was associated with
a possible dike emplacement episode (Dziak et al. 2004b), the two
other sequences which may also be from magmatic triggering along
the Reykjanes Ridge (2003 February 1 and 2003 July 9) have about

twice as many events as the Lucky Strike swarm. Seismicity rates
are similar, reaching peaks between 32 and 38 events hr−1 for the
larger sequences compared to the 42 events hr−1 at Lucky Strike,
although the rise towards peak activity and the subsequent decay
rates in each sequence are less drastic than the Lucky Strike swarm.

4 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

The 16-month deployment of the SIRENA hydrophone array in
2002–2003 resulted in the detection of a surprisingly large num-
ber (5) of earthquake sequences along the Reykjanes Ridge south of
Iceland. The sequences were initiated by moderate-to-large magni-
tude earthquakes, with at least one exhibiting an Omori-like decay
rate in the early part of the sequence. However, none of them can be
completely described as a simple mainshock-aftershock sequence.

Whereas the power-law decay rate of an aftershock sequence
reflects the process of stress relaxation following a large mag-
nitude earthquake, most earthquake swarms (sequences that lack
a dominant mainshock earthquake) are thought to be driven by
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Figure 4. Average epicentre locations of four earthquake sequences localized with respect to the axial structure of the Reykjanes Ridge, overlain on the
topography background from the Ridge Multibeam Bathymetry Synthesis (http://www.marine-geo.org/ridgebathy/). Symbols showing the average locations of
four of the five sequences are the same as are those used in Fig. 1 (no detailed multibeam bathymetry is available around the average location of the the 2003
February 1 sequence). The location of a microseismic swarm (Nishimura et al. 1989) is also shown. Inserts show the average location of three sequences and
of the microseismic swarm over the SeaMARC II side scan sonar imagery published by Applegate & Shor (1994).
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Figure 5. Acoustic amplitudes SL (in dB, i.e. 1 µPa) versus time for the 2002 October 6 (5a), 2003 February 1 (5b), 2003 July 9 (5c) and 2003 July 19 (5d)
sequences observed on the Reykjanes Ridge. The origin of time is fixed arbitrarily for each sequence at the time of the teleseismic initial event.

magmatic processes or pore-fluid movements within the crust (e.g.
Hill 1977; Spicak 2000). Consequently, although the moderate-to-
large magnitude events that initiated the Reykjanes sequences may
be manifestations of stretching associated with the divergence of
tectonic plates, their swarm-like nature suggests interaction with
magma and/or magma-derived hydrothermal fluids. Conceivably,
these short-duration sequences may involve the rupturing of hy-
drothermal seals following an initial tectonic event—allowing flu-
ids to migrate into and reduce the strength of existing fault zones—
rather than triggering in direct response to magma movement.
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Figure 6. Cumulated number of events versus time for the 2002 October 6 [6a], 2003 Feb 1 [6b], July 9 [6c] and 2003 July 19 [6d] event sequences, as derived
from the hydrophone records. Events of sufficient size to be listed in the Reviewed Event Bulletin of the IDC and NEIC catalogue are indicated by open circles
(all NEIC events are also listed in the IDC). Fig. 6(a2) shows a blow-up of the initial 1.5 d of the 2002 October 6, sequence shown in Fig. 6(a1). In Figs 6(a1)
and 6(a2), a Modified Omori Law fitting the initial 0.75 d of the October 6 sequence is also shown. The parameters associated with this law (K, c and p) and the
Anderson–Darling goodness-of-fit parameter A2 are listed in Fig. 6(a2) (values of A2 < 1 indicate that the decay rate is adequately fitted by the MOL model;
Bohnenstiehl et al. 2002).
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